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Introduction 
 
Mandatory breach notification is one of the most promising new ideas to enter the privacy regulatory and 
enforcement debate in recent years.  There has been widespread and rapid take-up of the idea at state level in 
the USA since the first breach notification law was enacted in California in 2002. Breach notification has been the 
subject of intense study around the world and has been adopted or recommended for adoption in Asia, Europe, 
North America and Australasia. The approach is poised to become a recommended or required practice under 
several international instruments.2  It is quite conceivable that within, say, 5 years breach notification will be 
mandatory in the majority of economies that have data protection and privacy laws or regulatory schemes. 
 
Breach notification (and indeed most regulation) is imposed at domestic level.  However, it is becoming more 
common for breaches of the type that warrant notification to involve multinational companies that hold the 
personal information of individuals from many jurisdictions, i.e., well beyond the domestic base of a particular 
company or the place where a breach might be said to have occurred.  In such cases, companies may be faced 
with legal obligations to notify consumers in some jurisdictions but not in others.  As notification laws become 
more widespread, companies may be faced with a patchwork of obligations to notify consumers in various 
jurisdictions in accordance with differing regimes.  
 
Anyone with a role in developing effective privacy law and consumer protection in e-commerce should consider 
the advantages and implications of cross-border breach notification now, while the roll out of notification laws 
and standards are at a sufficiently early stage in most economies, so that there is a good chance to promote 
coherent international approaches. It is hoped that promising approaches may emerge to promote better 
outcomes for all stakeholders both in the current phase, where there are mandatory obligations covering only a 
small portion of affected data subjects, and in the longer term, where there may be multiple laws bearing upon 
the same breach. 
 

                                                
1
 This is a revised version of a discussion paper prepared for the International Enforcement Meeting, Montreal, Canada, 14–15 May 2012. I 

acknowledge the helpful comments made on the original paper by Carman Baggaley and Steve Johnston, but the opinions and errors in this 
version of the paper remain those of the author. 
2
 For instance, in the EU it is proposed to be included in the general regulations to replace the EU Data Protection Directive and in the new 

law enforcement data protection directive. Breach notification is understood likely also to be recommended in both the Council of Europe 
and OECD.  

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/review2012/com_2012_11_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2012:0010:FIN:EN:PDF
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/dataprotection/TPD_documents/T-PD-BUR_2012_01Rev_en.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/thereviewoftheoecdprivacyguidelines.htm
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A lot of analysis has already been undertaken of the strengths and shortcomings of notification laws enacted at 
state level in the USA.  For example, commentators have suggested that the early laws overreached themselves, 
mandating unwarranted notifications, and that cost effectiveness would be improved by setting higher thresholds 
and, in some cases, involving enforcement authorities.  Acting upon such lessons may help ensure that the next 
generation of breach notification laws are better targeted and more effective. However, this paper does not seek 
to cover this well-trodden ground.  Rather, it seeks to extend the discussion to the problems, opportunities and 
best approaches to notification to affected individuals across national and regional boundaries.  
 
 
Stakeholders 
 
In exploring the issues, it may be useful to keep in mind the perspectives of various stakeholders such as: 

 data subjects – both those in the locale of the breach and in other jurisdictions;  

 data controllers – operating various business models and possibly subject to multiple laws;  

 privacy enforcement authorities - and other regulators and public authorities; 

 domestic law makers and international policy makers.  
 
Opportunities and challenges  
 
Breach notification across borders offers real opportunities for achieving data protection objectives.  However, 
there are challenges as well.  It is hoped that by exploring the issues, insights will be gained to fully leverage the 
opportunities and minimise the problems.  
 
What are some of the opportunities offered by cross-border breach notification?  

 Effective remedial action: notification across borders directly to individuals may empower those individuals 
to act locally, neatly side-stepping some of the perennial difficulties in global harmonisation of privacy 
standards and remedies.  

 Fit with modern business models: business models that result in companies operating across borders, or 
holding data off-shore, should also have the technical capability easily to give notice to individuals affected by 
a breach wherever they reside. 

 Building trust: a mechanism that places remote consumers in an equal position to local consumers in the 
event of problems should help build trust in e-commerce by directly addressing consumer unease about 
having their information held in another jurisdiction. 

 Equity: an effective scheme for notifying consumers both within the jurisdiction and beyond may ensure that 
individuals who are equally at risk as a result of a breach are treated equally in terms of remedial assistance.  

 
However, cross-border notification also carries special problems.  A few would include: 

 Communication: there may be practical difficulties in designing notices that will be meaningful to a diverse 
range of recipients, there may be language issues.  

 Usefulness: notices should include information that will be of practical assistance to individuals affected by a 
breach but exactly what that information should be may differ by locality (e.g. availability of call centre 
assistance, existence of relevant or tailored local remedies).  

 Legal: there remain notable differences in various laws between both the notification obligations (such as 
thresholds and timing obligations) and the privacy rights and remedies of the affected individuals.  

 
By highlighting the substantial advantages of cross-border breach notification, while acknowledging some of the 
practical and legal difficulties, it is hoped that new insights will emerge on the cross-border issues to:  

 influence international principles in relation to breach notification;  

 contribute to better design of domestic laws;  
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 enable data controllers better to prepare themselves for cross-border notification;  

 enable privacy enforcement authorities to offer guidance, and undertake compliance activities, in ways that 
will maximise the best interests of individuals regardless of where they live. 

 

A few issues from perspectives of stakeholders  
 
Data subjects 
 
How would individuals expect to be treated in the event of a significant breach? Surely if some individuals 
affected by a company’s breach receive notices, all equally affected individuals would expect to be notified? To 
do otherwise – for instance, to notify individuals in the company’s home jurisdiction only - would raise justifiable 
concerns by consumers who felt their interests were not being adequately protected. The consumers concerned 
will not necessarily understand or care that the company may feel that it is constrained to act in a discriminatory 
way by a local law. The result may be an on-going loss of trust in the company beyond what the original breach 
may have warranted. The mistrust may extend to other companies from that jurisdiction or reinforce general 
unease about cross-border consumer commerce. 
 
In the event that a company does equally notify consumers in various jurisdictions, what might be the 
expectations of consumers? Options might seem to include a notice framed to meet the home jurisdiction’s 
precise requirements, a standardised global notice or notices tailored to national or regional markets. Consumers 
would be unlikely to welcome a notice full of details relevant to another jurisdiction’s laws but inapplicable to 
themselves.  Expectations might perhaps differ between consumers in jurisdictions that with a privacy law 
compared with those without – but their respective risks may be equal. Circumstances may also be relevant. If 
there is a need to act rapidly to protect their security interests, a simple global notice with a promise of follow up, 
may be preferred to delay while information tailored to particular markets is prepared.  
 
Perhaps a distinction can be made between treatment of data subjects and their legal rights. A well informed 
consumer may appreciate that applicable laws may differ between consumers in different jurisdictions. 
Accordingly, they may understand that the processes, legal rights and processes may differ from those applying to 
otherwise equally-situated consumers in another jurisdiction. However, they will nonetheless expect to be 
treated fairly compared with the company’s other customers and to be promptly and sufficiently advised of the 
information relevant to protecting their own interests following the breach.  
 
Data subjects may have preferences on how they would like to be notified for example by letter, telephone call or 
electronic message. Although such preferences may not always be able to be accommodated in the cross-border 
context or in the fraught circumstances of a major breach, this aspect should nonetheless be considered by data 
controllers and regulators.  This may in part depend upon the existing nature of their relationship with the data 
controller. For instance, if the relationship is with a bank, a customer might not expect contact from off-shore 
processor used by the bank. An emailed message may also be mistrusted as it may appear to be phishing. 
 
Data controllers  
 
Data controllers will normally be the entities that must manage breaches and that are subject to notification 
obligations. Accordingly, they will have the greatest interest in the practicalities of notification including across 
borders. 
 
Data controller attitudes to cross-border breach notification may be influenced by their own circumstances. For 
example, a company principally operating in one jurisdiction may never have considered the implications for its 
foreign customers in the event of a breach and be baffled when confronted by one. A multi-national corporation, 
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by contrast, is likely to have sophisticated compliance systems, be familiar with data privacy requirements in 
other jurisdictions and quite likely be operating a single global policy aligned with the most onerous regulatory 
regime in the economies in which it operates. The former company may need outside assistance and direction to 
manage a breach while the latter may be quite capable on its own but desire that regulatory requirements for 
notification be clear and ideally harmonious, or at least compatible, between jurisdictions. 
 
Breach notification is a remedial approach having equal relevance to public bodies as to companies. However, the 
laws of some countries make a distinction between organisations in the public and private sectors and that may 
have implications for cross-border notification. In principle, if individuals outside the jurisdiction are affected by a 
public sector breach they should be notified along with local residents.  
 
Data controllers may also need to be aware of varying legal requirements in privacy and breach notification laws 
but also other types of laws as well. For instance, there might be laws touch on particular types of information 
(e.g. financial or employment), cyber-security and national security. There might also be general laws touching on 
such matters as giving notice (for instance, as to whether electronic notification suffices to meet statutory 
requirements), liability and insurance. 
 
A few of the practical issues touching upon cross-border breach notification might include: 

 Is it appropriate to prioritise notification to certain groups in advance of others? While the detail of applicable 
law may differ, in principle it might seem reasonable to treat groups of affected individuals differently based 
upon, say, levels of risk. The circumstances of individuals affected by the same breach might also suggest a 
need to notify one group first (e.g. between customers that need to reset a password and those that don’t). 
However, is it appropriate to differentiate by location?  Is it acceptable for a global company to favour local 
residents in its home economy over individuals based in another jurisdiction? To this mix might be added that 
social media gives individuals the opportunity to spread the word beyond a company’s selected targets which 
may diminish a company’s ability to delay groups of notifications for very long. 

 How is the practice of cross-border notification affected by multiple notification laws? Are these laws 
conflicting or reinforcing? It will be unfortunate if one applicable law says that notification should be delayed 
to enable law enforcement forensic enquiries to be completed while another says that notice must be given 
within, say, 24 hours. 

 
Privacy Enforcement Authorities  
 
There is diversity in the makeup of privacy enforcement authorities and some variation in roles they are expected 
to perform under notification laws. Some authorities may simply prosecute companies that fail to notify 
individuals when required by a notification law. Some notification laws may mandate notification to the authority, 
which may then order notification to affected individuals if warranted. Some authorities may actively oversee 
compliance while others may act only on consumer complaints. Typically authority will be expected to promote 
the objects of the notification law by giving guidance to industry about how to comply.  
 
Whatever model of law exists in an economy, the authority should consider the position of affected individuals 
that reside in other jurisdictions. If the authority gives guidance to industry or the public, this aspect should be 
addressed as a matter of legal compliance or recommended good practice.  
 
Authorities should also review their own practices to see whether their actions adequately take account the 
needs of consumers residing outside the jurisdiction who may be adversely affected by a breach within the 
jurisdiction.  
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As a matter of law reform, authorities should also consider whether their existing or proposed laws inhibit cross-
border notification or create unnecessary barriers to making desirable notifications. Do laws explicitly 
discriminate on the basis of location? In the absence of explicit discrimination, does the law inhibit cross-border 
notification by requirements that cannot easily be satisfied for a cross-border notice?  Does the law allow for 
fewer or additional steps in the case of cross-border notifications? If a law is highly prescriptive, would it be useful 
to allow greater flexibility for cross-border notices or to substitute other more appropriate requirements?   
 
One practice that might be useful where a breach has cross-border implications is to inform the privacy 
enforcement authority in the jurisdiction where affected consumers reside. This need not substitute for 
notification directly to affected individuals but act as a supplement. Keeping other authorities ‘in the loop’ may 
benefit the company and affected individuals. If laws do not prescribe such an approach it will simply be a matter 
of good practice. Experience will build up over time as how best to facilitate such notifications and to guide data 
controllers about how best, practically speaking, to involve other authorities. It is likely that improved 
coordination amongst authorities will assist in supporting efforts at cross-border notification to, and support of, 
consumers following major breaches. 
 
Non-privacy regulators and authorities  
 
While the focus of this paper is privacy law and privacy enforcement authorities, it should also be noted that 
major breaches and notification to consumers can raise issues under other laws and for other regulatory and 
enforcement bodies. One example is a breach resulting from criminal action where the Police may launch a 
criminal investigation. Another example is where the breach leaves network infrastructure vulnerable which may 
lead to action by those responsible for cyber-security. 
 
Careful consideration should be given to the implications of notification in such circumstances. This usually 
involves a question of timing – will notification prejudice an on-going investigation? If so, further issues arise in 
relation to statutory interpretation and public policy – should notification go ahead notwithstanding some 
prejudice to an investigation or should notification be postponed, potentially to the detriment of the individuals 
concerned? The complication of cross-border notification may arise in relation to how much deference 
notification laws give to these competing investigative interests. 
 
Law makers  
 
To date it is likely that most notification laws or regulations do not explicitly address the position of affected 
consumers in other jurisdictions. Whether or not that is a problem is hard to say in the abstract as it may depend 
on the competence of the legislature or regulator, the wording and interpretation of each law and the terms of 
other applicable laws (e.g. those dealing with interpretation or the giving of legal notices). For example, a 
notification law might simply speak of notification to “affected individuals” which may be open to various 
interpretations, some of which may sufficiently broad to accommodate cross-border notification while other 
interpretations may be more restrictive, implicitly limited to affected individuals within district for instance. 
 
It is suggested that existing and proposed notification laws should be examined to make sure that they are 
effective to ensure data controllers are equally accountable for all the personal information they hold and not just 
that relating to local residents. However, they need not mean that the law must mandate exactly the same 
notification requirements for all consumers – they may be advantage to off-shore consumers to allow the data 
controller some latitude in giving notice, for example by using languages other than one mandated in the home 
jurisdiction. 
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Another matter to consider is the role and powers of the privacy enforcement authority. Some updating of the 
powers to cooperate with authorities in other jurisdictions may be desirable to get the best results.3  
 
International policy makers 
 
It is expected that most of the major international instruments on privacy will, before long, recommend or require 
that domestic privacy law include breach notification.   It is recommended that international policy makers that 
develop such instruments, or who guide their implementation, be alive to the advantages and practical challenges 
in cross-border notification.   
 
The working groups associated with the major international organisations active in privacy policy are well placed 
to study the cross-border effects of notification laws and to offer recommendations or guidance on general and 
specific issues.  Some problems may become apparent only after a significant number of domestic laws have been 
in operation for a while. Other problems may perhaps be avoided by proactive research and policy advice on 
emerging issues. 
 
Perhaps it might be possible to develop some general principles to guide data controllers, regulators or domestic 
legislators that focus on the need to protect individuals at risk, and give effect to their privacy rights, regardless of 
their physical location? Such an approach may go beyond the modest scope of this paper but would seem in 
keeping with other international policy work on ensuring that companies remain accountable for the information 
they process no matter where in the world they hold it.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Breach notification is emerging as one of the most promising new tools in the toolbox of the world’s privacy 
enforcement authorities. It is a regulatory response that seems well attuned to the changes and challenges in the 
data processing landscape. However, most attention to breach notification to data has focused on domestic 
compliance. This paper suggests that more attention must now be paid to the cross-border aspects of notification 
if the full potential of the approach is to be realised to the benefit of consumers in our globalised economy. 
 
 
 
Blair Stewart  
Auckland, New Zealand  
 
4 July 2013  
 
 

                                                
3
 See OECD, Recommendation on Cross-border Cooperation in the Enforcement of Laws Protecting Privacy, 2007.  


